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From the President
By: Nancy B. Clark
nbc@blclaw.com
Dear Members:
We are more than half way through the year and are
excited about our upcoming events. This week we have
our Third Annual James T. King Bankruptcy Symposium
entitled Judicial Philosophy-Interpreting the Bankruptcy
Code which Jonathan Hayes has worked very hard to
put together. Our speakers include the Honorable Paul
Watford of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, Dean
Erwin Chemerinsky of the University of California, Irvine,
School of Law, the Honorable Martin R. Barash of the
Central District of California Bankruptcy Court and M.
Jonathan Hayes of Simon, Resnik & Hayes, LLP. This year
is very special as the event will be taking place on James
T. King’s Birthday.
In addition, the Board and, specifically, Roksana
Moradi, are working on putting together two more exciting
seminars to close out 2016. On September 24, 2016,

Raymond Aver and Peter Lively will be talking to us about
Adversary Proceedings and, on October 15, 2016, Stella
Havkin, Dennis McGoldrick, David Hagen and Wesley
Avery will be talking to us about the Anatomy of a Chapter
7 Asset Case.
CDCBAA has always been a proud supporter of the
Earle Hagen Memorial Golf, Tennis and Poker Tournament
which takes place this year on September 19, 2016 at Porter
Valley Country Club and raises funds to support Public
Counsel. I encourage you all to come out to the event and
relax along with our Judges, Trustees and friends. Do
not forget to bring your appetite for the dinner and your
checkbook for the Silent Auction. This is a wonderful event
which needs your support. So, I hope to see you there.
Our Calvin Ashland Award Dinner will take place on
November 3, 2016. Since CDCBAA’s inception the Calvin
Ashland Award has been awarded to a Judge, a Trustee
and an attorney in turns. This year we honor a Trustee. We
are proud to announce that the Calvin Ashland Award for
Trustee this year will be presented to Chapter 7 Trustee,
David A. Gill. Mr. Gill was admitted to the California Bar
in 1962. He has specialized in the representation of debtors
and creditors in workouts and reorganizations. He is a
Partner at Danning, Gill, Diamond & Kollitz, LLP, and he
is currently our longest servicing Chapter 7 Trustee.
We are also proud to announce that we will be

Leslie Cohen with the podeum winners of the 2016 Leslie Cohen 5k

CDCBAA Board for volunteering their time and efforts to
CDCBAA. It continues to be my pleasure to serve as your
President.

cdcbaa Upcoming Calendar
August 13, 2016

Sincerely,
Nancy B. Clark
2016 CDCBAA President

Third Annual James T. King Bankruptcy Symposium

September 19, 2016
Earle Hagen Memorial Golf, Tennis and
Poker Tournament

Bankruptcy Wisdom

September 24, 2016

By:Michael Gouveia
mgo29@att.net

Chapter 7 Asset Classes

November 3, 2015

What was the best advice that you received as a new
attorney?
Whenever I attend a CDCBAA event, I am struck by
how much wisdom there is in the audience. The questions
asked are more sophisticated than at other bankruptcy
events and the willingness to share the wisdom in more
pronounced. With this in mind, I polled the attorneys in
the local bankruptcy community to find out what they
were taught when they started out practicing.
I saw bankruptcy trustee Wesley H. Avery outside the
Riverside Bankruptcy Court hearing room as he was about
to conduct his Chapter 12 hearings. I asked him what was
the best advice he had received? He turned to me in his
own succinct way, looked me in the eye and said “Know
your file.” Then, he went into the hearing room. I let that
sink in for a moment and it made perfect sense.
He came back out and he said to me “clients may
come and clients may go, but your reputation remains.”
Wes again vanished like a wise sage who gives a pearl of
wisdom and moves on to the next student.
With these gems written down, I sought others in
our bankruptcy world to ask what they learned in the
beginning of their careers and what they would pass on to
the next generation.
Todd Turoci, the Turoci Firm, Riverside, California
said when he started his career he was in the District
Attorney’s Office and did not have to worry about getting
paid. When he went into private practice though, his
mentor advised him to “make sure you know how you were
going to get paid up front.” He said in the beginning that
he would take cases that were exciting and he would get
wrapped up in the adventure. The cases would not pan out
and he would not get paid.
He recalled being told at the DA’s office to “know

Thirteenth Annual Calvin Ashland Awards Banquet

Meetings to be held at Southwestern Law School.
Please check www.bklawyers.org for up to
date MCLE meeting information.
awarding the Thomas B. Donovan Award for excellence
in writing and advocacy to M. Jonathan Hayes. As you
can see even from this newsletter, Jon continues to work
tirelessly in the consumer bankruptcy arena. His annual
Ninth Circuit Review is our most popular seminar. He
is a former CDCBAA President. In addition, to his work
for CDCBAA, Jon has a thriving practice which includes
appeals up to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. He
has also written several appellate briefs for our sister
organization, the National Association of Consumer
Bankruptcy Attorneys.
On the topic of Jon Hayes, I will close out this letter
by reminding our members that Jon will be moderating
our Eleventh Annual Ninth Circuit Review on January 28,
2017 with the Honorable Vincent P. Zurzolo of the Central
District of California Bankruptcy Court and the Honorable
Laura Taylor of the Southern District of California
Bankruptcy Court. This promises to be a very enlightening
and educational seminar.
Finally, I would like to thank three people who
continue to contribute their time and energy to our
organization: Linda Righi, Desmond Hayes and Bert
Kawahara. Linda is our administrator and checks you in
before every seminar. Desmond built our website and keeps
it humming. Bert brings us our coffee, bagels and assorted
goodies every seminar. I would also like to thank the
www.bklawyers.org
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where the ethical boundaries are and do not cross them.
You can always get a job, but if you lose your ticket you
cannot be a lawyer.”
Homeowner Association creditor attorney Erin A.
Maloney from Fiore, Racobs & Powers told me she was
told to: “Watch and Learn.”
This was similar to what Kathleen McCarthy, a
trustee’s attorney from Orange County recalled. She was
clerking for Judge Barr. He told her in order to learn, she
should go in court, watch attorneys and learn by watching.
Learn from the attorneys that argued well and to learn
from the attorneys that did not.
I caught Douglas Crowder, Los Angeles bankruptcy
attorney at a recent CDCBAA event and he said “Collect as
much money as you can up front”.
Riverside Trustee Charles Daff said that when he was
25 years old, he opened his law office and he had one
oak desk, one chair and one phone. He brought his Dad
to see the place and asked his Dad what area of the law
he should practice? His father said “ I have had a family
law lawyer, a criminal lawyer and a bankruptcy lawyer. Be
a bankruptcy lawyer, because he is the only one that did
anything for me!” Charles said he took his father advice
and has been a bankruptcy lawyer for all these years.
The following suggestion was offered by someone who
wanted to remain anonymous:
“It is not the Court that is your enemy. It is not the
opposing party that is your enemy. It is often your own
client that is the enemy! Always protect yourself from
your client. CYA Always!”
Ron Brownson, an Upland, California bankruptcy
attorney said that in his first job, a retired Judge hired him
and told him to “list everything in the bankruptcy. This
would prevent arguments later.”

www.bklawyers.org

I also asked Todd Frealy, Riverside panel trustee,
about the best advice that he received as a new attorney.
Todd said that Judge Naugle always told the lawyers in
his Court that “everything you do as an attorney should
be completed with the highest level of ethics and honesty
when representing clients and appearing in court. This
includes filing pleadings and declarations with the Court
which are signed under penalty of perjury.”
Keith Higginbotham, Los Angeles Bankruptcy
attorney and past president of the CDCBAA
was told “to go to Court and watch. If you have a
matter in court, go early so that you can watch. Every
Judge has his or her own music and you have to listen to
the beat. Once you understand the beat you can then dance
to the beat. If you bring your own beat to the courtroom,
you create static. So when you visit a new court, pause
to take in the rhythm and music of the Judge before you
speak.”
The late Earl Hagan said to his son Woodland Hills
bankruptcy attorney Jeff Hagan: “If you are winning
before the Judge, shut the hell up! Don’t snatch defeat from
the jaws of victory by talking.”
“Get a mentor” was the pearl of wisdom Law Professor
Peter Lively received when he started out his career.
Chapter 11 bankruptcy attorney Marcus Tiggs recalled that
“sometimes the best case is the one you do not take.”
David Shevitz, Los Angeles Bankruptcy attorney and
CDCBAA board member, said he learned not to “beat
yourself up for the way things go in court. Soon you will
develop a thicker skin.”
“The best piece of advice I received as a first year
associate was to write and leverage the articles I produced
as a means of connecting with other professionals,
profiling individuals with whom I wanted to meet, and
conveying my familiarity with any given topic. Writing
creates a lasting legacy of your work and leads to
speaking, media, and collaboration opportunities.” Ari
Kaplan founder of Lawcountabilty.com and the author of
the second edition of Opportunity Maker: Strategies for
Inspiring Your Legal Career Through Creative Networking
and Business Development.
Certified Bankruptcy Specialist Roksana Moradi,
newly named partner at Simon Resnick Hayes, LLP said
that Bankruptcy Judge Scott Clarkson told her “that new
attorneys often speak too quickly when they are in court.
They forget that the court and other parties are there to
listen to what they have to say. There is no need to rush
through an argument.”
-3-
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The Honorable Maureen A. Tighe, Bankruptcy Judge
spoke at the CDCBAA’s ethic seminar in June, 2016.
She said that before she was a Judge she was the United
States Trustee for several Districts and was involved with
many disciplinary hearings. The number one complaint
clients had was attorneys not returning telephone calls.
She advised the attorneys to return the calls as soon as
practicable. She said talking to a disgruntled client in
the beginning of the process will stop the process from
snowballing. Ignoring the phone calls will case the issue
to escalate. In addition she said the vast majority of
malpractice claims are on fee disputes.
The best advice I received was from the first person
who hired me, Anthony Vitulii. He said “never have a car
payment.” If you want to know what that means, call me
up and I will tell you over a cappuccino. Ciao!

re Seare, 493 B.R. 158 (Bankr. D. Nev. 2103), affirmed
515 B.R. 599 (9th Cir. BAP 2014) and the Limited Scope
Representation issues.
In Seare, a Nevada attorney attempted to “unbundle”
or limit his scope of representation to a client in a
Chapter 7 case. The BAP’s lengthy opinion dealt with a
not uncommon situation where a Chapter 7 client was
then confronted with an adversary proceeding filed in
the Chapter 7 case. The attorney was sanctioned for his
handling of the debtor’s case and the BAP affirmed the
sanctions.
Judge Tighe stated that in other Districts a limited
scope of representation does not exist. The Central District
has a tradition of allowing an attorney to limit his or her
scope of representation during a Chapter 7 case. In other
Districts, an attorney must represent the client for the
whole case as is done in the Central District for a chapter
13 case.
The panel highlighted Judge Meredith Jury’s
concurrence in the Seare matter which stated:
“Importantly, [the Court does] not hold that unbundling
representation of a debtor in a nondischargeability
adversary proceeding from general representation of that
debtor in a bankruptcy case is prohibited. What they do
say is that an attorney who wishes to limit her or his scope
of bankruptcy representation should be mindful of the
ethical minefield he or she must navigate. “ In re Seare,
page 1 of Judge Jury’s concurrence.
The panel discussed how the Central District’s Rules
Committee wrestled with In re Seare and ultimately came
up with LBR 2090-1(a)(3) to deal with Limited Scope of
Representation issue. The rule took effect in January 2016
and reads in part:

Michael Gouveia is an Attorney, Mentor and Coach
who practices in Riverside, CA. He can be contacted at
mgo29@att.net.

Limited Scope of Representation
By: Michael Gouveia
mgo29@att.net

Limited scope of representation in a Chapter 7 case
poses interesting ethical concerns for both the attorney
and the debtor. Local Bankruptcy Rule (“LBR”) 2090-1
addresses some of these issues but may not provide counsel
with enough guidance to fully represent his or her client.
At the beginning of the June 18, 2016 CDCBAA
Ethics Seminar, the Honorable Maureen Tighe, Dennis
McGoldrick and Ron Maroko discussed the case of In

LBR 2090-1. ATTORNEYS – ADMISSION TO
PRACTICE (a) Appearance By Attorneys Admitted to
Practice Before the District Court....
(3) Scope of Appearance in Individual Chapter 7 Cases.
Nothing in these rules shall be construed as prohibiting
a limited scope of appearance in a chapter 7 case so long
as the applicable Rules of Professional Conduct and ethics
rules are followed and the attorney for the debtor, in
addition to preparing the petition and schedules, provides
the following services:
1. (A) advises the debtor about the possibility of any
additional proceedings related to or arising from
the underlying bankruptcy case, including any

www.bklawyers.org
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adversary proceeding, motion or other contested
matter initiated by a creditor, trustee or party in
interest; and
2. (B) appears with the debtor at the initial § 341(a)
meeting of creditors or arranges for an attorney
knowledgeable about all pertinent information in
the case to appear with the debtor at such meeting.
(4) Disclosure of Compensation. Where the attorney and
the debtor agree to legal services for less than all aspects
of the bankruptcy case, the scope of the services agreed to
must be listed in, as applicable, LBR form F2090-1.CH7.
ATTY.COMP.DISCLSR and F 2016-1.4.ATTY.COMP.
DISCLSR.

cdcbaa

Central District of California Bankruptcy
Attorneys’ Association
Newsletter Volume 8, Issue 17, March 2016

Stella Havkin & Michael Gouveia
Newsletter Co-Editors
Nancy Clark
President
Peter Lively
Vice President

(5) Communications with the Debtor in Limited Scope
Chapter 7 Cases. Subject to the prohibition on any act
to collect a claim and other stayed acts under 11 U.S.C.
§362(a), any communication, including any proposed
reaffirmation agreement, must be sent to both the debtor
and the debtor’s attorney, even if it appears that the
communication is beyond the scope of the attorney’s
limited appearance in the case.”

David Jacobs, Secretary
Jeffrey Hagen, Treasurer
2015 Board of Directors
Hale Andrew Antico
Raymond Aver
Magdalena Bordeaux
Erik Clark
Nancy Clark
Gaurav Datta
Michael Gouveia
Patrick Green
Jeff Hagen
Stella Havkin
Jon Hayes
Keith Higginbotham
David Jacobs
Akihito Koyama
Christine Kingston
Sylvia Lew
Peter Lively
Dennis McGoldrick
Roksana Moradi
Daniela Romero
David Shevitz
Marcus Tiggs
Thomas Ure

Judge Tighe explained that the committee decided
after much debate that the least amount of attorney
representation that is possible is for an attorney to agree
to appear at the creditors hearing. Any less representation
would fall below the standard of conduct needed for
effective representation of a Chapter 7 client. This new
rule modifies the longtime Central District practice of
allowing an attorney to prepare a Chapter 7 petition, but
then agreeing with the client to not appear at the 341(a)
meeting.
However, LBR 2090-1 does not limit the ethical
minefield that occurred in In Seare. To that end, Judge
Jury in her concurring opinion, noted six points to address
the ethical issues:
“I summarize here my suggestions for such
attorneys to avoid violating ethical rules and the
Bankruptcy Code when they limit the scope of
representation of consumer debtors:
1. At the initial intake interview with the debtor,
identify fully and completely the debtor’s goals. Almost
by definition, the attorney therefore cannot have a
predetermined business practice that excepts representation
in adversary proceedings from the services the attorney
will render unless the attorney and debtor identify that

Administrator
Linda E. Righi
cdcbaa@aol.com

www.bklawyers.org
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CDCBAA members came out in force to support Public Counsel at the Leslie Cohen Law 5K Run. It
was a beautiful day and the participants included experienced runners and first timers of all ages. This
year the 5K took place on April 16, 2016 on the shores of beautiful Playa Del Rey. Leslie Cohen Law
provided goodies for the participants to enjoy before and after the race. Runners and walkers shared
the course and there were reports of lots of smiles and laughter throughout the 5K. Everyone who
registered and finished received a well deserved metal. It was a wonderful event!”

www.bklawyers.org
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exception before deciding to commence representation. As
noted by the bankruptcy judge, the decision to unbundle
must be driven by the debtor’s needs, not the attorneys.
2. The attorney may not rely solely on the debtor’s
input to help him or her ascertain the debtor’s goal. Both
the ethical rules and the Code require the attorney to
conduct a reasonable investigation of the debtor’s assets
and liabilities. If the attorney learns that a judgment
has been taken against the debtor, the attorney must
make reasonable inquiry into the nature of the judgment
in order to determine whether it might be subject to
nondischargeability.
3. If, after ascertaining the debtor’s goals, the attorney
believes that limited scope representation is consistent
with those goals, the attorney must then fully explain to
the debtor the consequences and inherent risks which
might arise if an adversary is filed against the debtor
and the attorney has not included representation in that
proceeding in the unbundled services. Informed consent is
just that: informed. The debtor must understand the “legal

Support the

cdcbaa

The CDCBAA strives to provide quality continuing
legal education. Please support CDCBAA by sending
your tax deductible donations to:
CDCBAA
c/o Jeffery Hagen
4559 San Blas Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
We thank you for helping us make a difference. Your
ongoing support and commitment are
invaluable.
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www.bklawyers.org
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jargon” and the practical effect on him or her of the limited
scope representation before the consent is informed.
4. The attorney must customize the retainer agreement
to the goals of debtor. That is not to say that much of the
agreement cannot be boilerplate, but boilerplate without
the attorney’s active role in its preparation will be
insufficient for limited scope representation. Just having
the debtor read and initial the agreement does not assure
the debtor is giving informed consent.
5. After describing to the debtor the risks of limited
scope representation, the attorney must give the debtor
the opportunity to “shop elsewhere” for an attorney who
will provide full representation before entering into the
contractual relationship with the debtor for the limited
scope.
6. The attorney should document as fully as possible
all the steps taken to comply with these requirements.
Following these suggestions should go a long way
to allowing consumer bankruptcy attorneys to unbundle
adversary proceeding representation without violating
ethical rules.” In re Seare, Judge Jury’s concurring opinion,
pages 4-6.
The lesson to be learned from In re Seare, is that while LBR

2090-1 addresses the surface of limited scope of representation
in Chapter 7 cases, bankruptcy attorneys must be mindful of the
ethical considerations in advising our clients as we proceed.

In the Food for Thought Column
By: Nancy B. Clark
nbc@blclaw.com

Current Monthly Income for Means Test PurposesSpecifically, Chapter 13
11 U.S.C. Section 101(10A):
(10A) The term “current monthly income”
(A) means the average monthly income from all
sources that the debtor receives (or in a joint case the
debtor and the debtor’s spouse receive) without regard to
whether such income is taxable income, derived during the
6-month period ending on (i) the last day of the calendar month immediately
preceding the date of the commencement of the case if the

New Chapter 13 MOMOD Pilot Program for
Cases Assigned to Kathy A. Dockery
Over the years, I’ve found that MOMODS are more

If you think that you will find this service useful and/

successful and much easier to process and comment on

or you have a particularly difficult modification proposal,

when I have an opportunity to discuss the terms of the

please follow this procedure:

MOMOD before it is filed. This way, your client’s MOMOD

For Judge Klein, send me an email at akoyama@

will reflect what the Trustee’s data base shows for

latrustee.com with the following in the subject line:

delinquency, infeasibility etc. Also, we can discuss what

Debtor

Name,

Case

Number

and

the

kind of evidence the Trustee will require for a modification

“MOMOD

or suspension. Finally, there may be times when you

preferred date and time for the teleconference.

PREFILING

REVIEW

REQUEST”

phrase
and

the

want to propose an unusual modification and want some

For Judge Bason, send Angela Gill an email at agill@

feedback from the Trustee before you even draft the

latrustee.com with the same information in the subject

MOMOD.

line.

The ultimate goal of this pilot program is a more

You don’t have to type anything into the body of the

efficient system so that we can avoid unnecessary

email and we will respond with a yes as to your date and

hearings, delay and frustration. I know it can be difficult

time or with an alternate date and time.

to project what can be a moving target at times and to

In any case, please make certain that you take the

also determine what the Trustee will need to recommend

initiative to call our office at the appointed time.

approval of a MOMOD.

www.bklawyers.org

by Akihito Koyama
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debtor files the schedule of current income required by
section 521(a)(1)(B)(ii); or
(ii) the date on which current income is determined by
the court for purposes of this title if the debtor does not
file the schedule of current income required by section
521(a)(1)(B)(ii); and
(B) includes any amount paid by any entity other than
the debtor (or in a joint case the debtor and the debtor’s
spouse), on a regular basis for the household expenses of
the debtor or the debtor’s dependents (and in a joint case
the debtor’s spouse if not otherwise a dependent), but
excludes benefits received under the Social Security Act,
payments to victims of war crimes or crimes against
humanity on account of their status as victims of such
crimes, and payments to victims of international terrorism
(as defined in section 2331 of title 18) or domestic
terrorism (as defined in section 2331 of title 18) on account
of their status as victims of such terrorism.
In Chapter 13, Debtor’s income for Means Test
purposes is based on the Current Monthly Income or CMI
calculation as described in 11 U.S.C. §1325(b)(2) and 11
U.S.C. §101(10A). A year-to-date calculation is not what
the Bankruptcy Code requires and should, therefore, not
be relied upon for income calculation in the Means Test.
However, most Chapter 13 Trustees have no choice but
to calculate the debtor’s income based on year-to-date
because many debtors are not providing the six months
proof of income.
A year-to-date calculation of income may put your
client at a disadvantage. Debtors’ pay periods may be
monthly, bi-monthly, weekly or every two weeks. In many
cases, debtors’ income fluctuates depending on the hours
worked during a pay period. Due to this fluctuation, it is
reasonable that the year-to-date calculation may yield a
different result depending on the paycheck used to make
the calculation. Furthermore, unless the debtor provides
the January 1 paycheck, the year-to-date income may
include days from the prior year.
_T here is not perfect way to calculate a debtor’s income
in chapter 13. However, the Bankruptcy Code has provided
the manner in which income must be calculated for
Means Test purposes. Therefore, unless there is a readily
ascertainable reason to deviate from the CMI calculation
(for example, due to a loss of a job as in In re Lanning, 560
US 505, 130 S.Ct. 2464, 177 L.Ed.2d 23 (2010), income for
Means Test purposes should always be calculated using
CMI as described by the Bankruptcy Code.
www.bklawyers.org

And for a Little Levity
Attorney 1: Oh, no! My facts are almost exactly
like his and I need a continuance too. The judge is
going to deny my request for a continuance just
like he just did. What do I do?
Attorney 2: Ask for second call, and hope he forgets his prior ruling.

Attorney 1: Oh, no! The judge is in a bad mood. I
hope she doesn’t take it out on my client. What
should I do?
Attorney 2: Trip and fall on your way up to the
lectern.

Attorney 1: Oh, no! I’ve never appeared in bankruptcy court before. I usually do state court matters but my friend asked me to appear for him
during Judge Zurzolo’s chapter 13 calendar. What
do I say?
Attorney 2: Tell him your name and that you are
making a “special appearance” for your friend.

Attorney 1: Oh, no! I have to drive home and
don’t want to get stuck in traffic but this calendar
is so long. What should I do?
Attorney 2: After the judge takes the bench, run to
the lectern and ask that your matter be taken first
because you want to avoid rush hour.

Attorney 1: Oh, no! I just read the judge’s tentative
and she doesn’t understand my argument. What
should I do?
Attorney 2: Be sure to start by saying, “With all
due respect, your honor...” and then launch into
your argument.

Attorney 1: Oh, no! Judge Klein said today would
be a final continuance but I need more time because I forgot to file the motion to value. What do
I say?
Attorney 2: Ask for a final-final continuance.
-9-
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cdcbaa

Central District Consumer Bankruptcy Attorneys Association
Advancing the interests of Consumer Bankruptcy Practice in the Central District of California

2016 Membership
I hereby apply for membership in the cdcbaa, Central District Consumer Bankruptcy Attorneys Association, a nonprofit
association, for calendar year 2016. I understand the basic goals of the organization are to: address issues and concerns
which affect consumer bankruptcy attorneys and their clients in the Central District of California; and to provide
educational and networking opportunities for attorneys who primarily represent consumer bankruptcy debtors. As a
condition of membership, I declare as follows:
1. I am a duly-licensed attorney presently authorized to practice law in the Central District of California; and
2. I am interested in consumer debtor practice; and
3. I support the basic goals of the cdcbaa as outlined above.
I understand the cdcbaa is incorporated as a 501(c)(6) nonprofit organization and that a portion of my dues will not be
deductible as a business expense because cdcbaa advocates within California for legislation on behalf of consumer
debtors.

The 2016 calendar year membership fee is $250.00, and includes one ticket to the Calvin Ashland Awards Dinner
Join Online at http://bklawyers.org/become-a-member

Name:
Bar Number:
Firm:
Address:
City:

State:

Telephone:

Zip:
Fax:

E-Mail:
Website URL:

Signature:

Date:
Membership Fee:
Please make checks payable to: cdcbaa

Mail this completed form and application fee to:

www.bklawyers.org
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$250.00
cdcbaa
Attn: Linda Righi, Administrator
c/o Jeffrey Hagen, Treasurer
4559 San Blas Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
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